
Introduction to Health and Social Care  

As part of the course you will study a range of topics and units. This activity is designed to 

give you some insight into the areas we may study and discuss. I am going to use a current 

issue in society (Coronavirus) and link this to various units you will study. 

Answer the following questions on a word document or by hand. You can research this using 

news websites and general google searches. There are lots of articles currently on this topic! 

1. Anatomy and Physiology (unit 4)- there are various illnesses that can make you 

more susceptible to falling seriously ill with the coronavirus. Three examples are 

hypertension, coronary heart disease and diabetes. Research the illnesses and write a 

brief description of their causes and symptoms (half a page). 

2. Infection Control (unit 5)- What kind of infection control measures are people across 

the world and health workers taking and how do they stop the spread of the virus? 

What kinds of infection control measures have you taken? 

3. Explain what you think of the UK approach to handling coronavirus compared to 

other countries- what is your opinion? 

4. Research one other infectious disease that exists or existed in the world. Describe 

what happened and how it was managed.  

5. Supporting Individuals with Mental Health Issues (unit 17)- What kind of mental 

health issues might some individuals suffer during the coronavirus pandemic? Do 

you think they will be resolved when we resume ‘normal’ life or do you think there 

may be long-term problems?   

6. Equality, Diversity and Rights (unit 2)-Approximately one third of people in intensive 

care units are from ethic minority groups. Explain the possible reasons for this (you 

can find some explanations if you do a general google search). 

7. Building Positive Relationships (unit 1)-what kind of communication skills might a 

health worker need when dealing with a patient with coronavirus in hospital? Why 

would these skills be important? 


